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FOREWORD
The Vendor Selection Matrix™ is a primarily survey-based methodology for comparative vendor evaluation
where 60% of the evaluation is based on a survey of enterprise IT or business decision makers. This is
balanced by analyst subject matter expert input fed by a combination of intensive interviews with software or
services vendors and their clients, plus the informed, independent points-of-view - all of which combine to
make Research in Action Vendor Selection Matrix™ reports so unique. For this report, we interviewed 1,500
IT mangers with budget responsibility in enterprises globally. We selected those vendors which achieved the
best evaluation scores from the buyers, having disregarded those with too few evaluations.
Enterprises of all types are demanding quality software delivery into production. This capability is critical for
a successful digital business. However, as the development team proceeds with agile software delivery, the
challenge is that some IT operations teams are unable to cope with this speed. The adoption of Application
Release Orchestration can automate and improve the release cadence, improve quality and efficiency to
accelerate innovation, support transformations and allow for efficient work between the responsible teams.
IT enterprise teams today are either starting to adopt these automation tools or are looking to replace their
existing tools.
Key investment trends such as integration with testing tools, migration to SaaS platforms and the support of
compliance regulations are driving the offerings of the existing vendors. While the vendor landscape is
continuously changing with new entrants, mergers & acquisitions, new capabilities and partnerships also
shape the vendor landscape.
This report should be used as a guide to important trends and should help make an informed decision
regarding which vendor could best fit key requirements.
Always enjoy life to the fullest!
Eveline Oehrlich
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WHAT TOOLS DO YOU USE TO CREATE THE VENDOR
SHORTLIST?

N = 3,000 Business and IT Managers with budget responsibilities
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VENDOR SELECTION MATRIX™ – APPLICATION
RELEASE ORCHESTRATION (ARO): DEFINITION
• Application Release Orchestration (ARO) solutions equip IT enterprise organizations and their
teams with the automation of the software deployment cycle across hybrid technology
environments.

• The ARO solutions should include, but are not limited to the following functionality:
➢ Ability to model the resources and the releases themselves
➢ Automate the delivery of the releases
➢ Integrate with workload automation, IT process automation and service orchestration tools
➢ Support for multiple application environment and technologies
➢ Reporting and analytical capabilities.
•

Research In Action is evaluating ARO solutions based on customer needs and requirements and their
mentioning of the top vendors and solutions globally through a survey.

•

Application Release Orchestration is a subset within the Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery
(CI/CD) toolchain. Acquisitions and the difference of depth across the vendor solutions causes
challenges in comparing the vendors.

•

Research In Action included vendors mentioned during the global study which achieved 15 or more
evaluations.
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INSIGHTS: CONTINOUS INTEGRATION/CONTINOUS
DELIVERY TOOL CHAIN
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Application Release Orchestration
Vendor Selection Matrix™ Focus
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VENDOR SELECTION MATRIX™ – APPLICATION
RELEASE ORCHESTRATION (ARO):
VENDORS IN THE STUDY
Top vendors in the study
in alphabetical order:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Broadcom (CA)
CloudBees and ElectricCloud*
Flexagon
IBM Urbancode
Micro Focus
Microsoft
VMware
XebiaLabs

Additional vendors mentioned
in ARO global survey:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arcad
Harness
Octopus
Open Source
Rocket
XRebel

*The survey was conducted before the acquisition of ElectricCloud by CloudBees
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Vendors mentioned in global
survey supporting ARO:
• BMC Software
• Red Hat

RESEARCH: WHICH THREE TOPICS ARE DRIVING YOUR
INVESTMENT IN APPLICATION RELEASE ORCHESTRATION 2020?
• Time to deploy, lower cost,
scalability, access to
immediate upgrades and new
releases and the ease by
which proof of concepts can
be done are all driving the
interest in migration from a
traditional environment to the
Software as a Service model.
• The importance to test before
release application and
services drives the necessary
integration of testing tools
into the ARO space.
• Software deployment speed
and quality are essential but
compliance towards key
regulatory regulations must
be considered.

N = 1,500 Enterprise IT Managers with budget responsibilities
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RESEARCH: ARE YOU PLANNING TO IMPLEMENT OR REPLACE
YOUR APPLICATION RELEASE ORCHESTRATION SOLUTION IN
THE NEXT 1-3 YEARS?
• A large subset of IT
enterprise organizations
are still planning to adopt
Application Release
Orchestration solutions;
complexity of these tools
might have hindered these
teams to leverage ARO
tools.
• Enteprises who are among
the early adopters of
Application Release
Orchestration tools are
planning to migrate to
newer vendors; extended
capabilities into the
continous delivery area
might be the reason.
• High customer satisfaction
among almost all top
vendors correlates with a
larget subset of IT
enteprises in retaining their
current Application Release
Orchestration solutions.
N = 1,500 Enterprise IT Managers with budget responsibilities
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RESEARCH: WHICH OF THE STATEMENT BELOW WOULD YOU
SAY DESCRIBES BEST THE THINKING WITHIN YOUR
ORGANIZATION TODAY?
• A large number of IT
enterprise organizations
still have not adopted
Application Release
Orchestration tools within
the developer community;
this is partially due to the
missing Build and
Continous Integration
capabilities of some of the
ARO tools, which is what
developers need.

• Tool vendors must develop
metrics within their
solutions to show the
success and benefits of the
automation tools.
• Vendors and other
institutions offer training
but individuals must be
given time to learn and
practice.

N = 1,500 Enterprise IT Managers with budget responsibilities
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INSIGHTS: TOP MARKET TRENDS 2020
• Tool fatigue is a key issue within DevOps. The number of tools and frameworks within the DevOps

tool chain is daunting. The challenges IT enterprise teams face to understand, interconnect, and
apply much of these will be a high priority in 2020. The competition is fierce and flourishing and
mergers and acquisitions continue. Additionally, more Open Source tools are emerging to integrate
new technologies. To survive the challenges of complexity, it is becoming increasingly important to
have an automation strategy which should first focus on actual problems the team is trying to solve.

• Integration and open standards will ease the pain for DevOps teams. Reflecting on the 10th year of

DevOps anniversary, DevOps teams have matured and are expanding their use cases. However, the
maintenance requirements of tools within the toolchain has grown significantly. Integrations with
ITSM, APM and out-of-the box APIs have received high marks when asked about investment
priorities and create a new opportunity for vendors to expand their toolchains with more
functionality and open standards as a foundation from which more automation can be built upon.

• Automation continues to be the lifeline of DevOps. Bringing tools together through leveraging

integration technologies continues to be a priority for DevOps teams. Addressing different
stakeholders which are using a variety of tools expands the breadth and depth of the existing
solutions and will spur additional mergers and acquisitions in the future.

• Software as a service (SaaS) becomes the preferred method of deployment. Speed, deployment

and reduction of cost is not only the focus of the DevOps teams when it comes to the delivery of
new or changes within the software lifecycle but also the number one investment category when
DevOps team look at new or different vendor solutions. Almost all vendors offer their ARO solution
via SaaS today.
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VENDOR SELECTION MATRIX™ – APPLICATION
RELEASE ORCHESTRATION (ARO):
THE TOP GLOBAL VENDORS 2020
PRODUCT(S)

VENDOR NAME
BROADCOM (CA)
CLOUDBEES
FLEXAGON
IBM
MICRO FOCUS
MICROSOFT
VMWARE
XEBIALABS

Automic Continuous Delivery
CloudBees Flow
FlexDeploy
UrbanCode
Deployment Automation
Azure DevOps
vRealize Automation
XebiaLabs DevOps Platform

Note: Vendors are listed in alphabetical order.
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• Broadcom has continued to
innovate its Automic
platform to enable more
holistic CI/CD automation.
• CloudBees acquisition of
Electric Cloud has created
a broader suite within the
ARO space.
• XebiaLabs continues to
expand its customer base
with innovations and
thought leadership.
• Other Vendors outside of
the Top list or with fewer
than 15 evaluations:
− ARCAD
− HARNESS
− OCTOPUS

VENDOR SELECTION MATRIX™ – APPLICATION
RELEASE ORCHESTRATION (ARO):
EVALUATION CRITERIA
STRATEGY
Vision & Go-To-Market

30%

Does the company have a coherent vision in line with the most probable future market scenarios?
Does the go-to-market and sales strategy fit the target markets and customers?

Innovation & Partner Ecosystem

20%

How innovative is the company?
How is the partner ecosystem organized and how effective is the partner management?

Viability & Execution Capabilities

15%

How likely is the long-term survival of the company in this market?
Does the company have the necessary resources to execute the strategy?

Differentiation & USP

35%

Does the solution have a Unique Selling Proposition (USP) and clear differentiators?

Breadth & Depth Of Solution Offering

30%

Does the solution cover all necessary capabilities expected by the customers?

Market Share & Growth

15%

How big is the market share and is it growing above market rate?

Customer Satisfaction

25%

How satisfied are customers with the solution and the vendor?

Price Versus Value Ratio

30%

How do customers rate the relationship between the price and perceived value of the solution?

EXECUTION
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VENDOR SELECTION MATRIX™ – APPLICATION
RELEASE ORCHESTRATION (ARO): RESULTS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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XEBIALABS
MICRO FOCUS
IBM
CLOUDBEES
BROADCOM (CA)
VMWARE
MICROSOFT
FLEXAGON

STRATEGY EXECUTION
4,43
4,65
4,30
4,65
4,38
4,50
4,28
4,43
4,26
4,43
4,01
4,14
4,20
3,88
3,95
4,01

TOTAL
9,08
8,95
8,88
8,71
8,69
8,15
8,08
7,96

STRATEGY

RESULT

VENDOR SELECTION MATRIX™
– APPLICATION
Vision & Go-To-Market
4.50
RELEASE ORCHESTRATION

Innovation & Partner Ecosystem

Broadcom’s (CA) facilitates intelligent continuous delivery
pipelines with intelligent testing and
optimization
Viability
& Execution Capabilities
•

•

•

•

4.00
4.75

General: Broadcom´s infrastructure software products and solution group which homes enterprise software
solutions includes a variety of portfolios. The automation portfolio is one which specifically focuses on driving
Differentiation & USP
4.00
business innovation and agility. At its core is the “intelligent pipeline” which is a combination of Broadcom
and third-party solutions to deliver and enable enterprises in their agile software delivery journey.
Strategy: Broadcom has reshaped its solution portfolio to support modern application4.26
delivery teams with
automation mechanics supporting microservices to mainframes. Automic Continuous Delivery Automation,
part of the Automic One Automation Platform, is an end-to-end solution for planning, coordinating and
automating software release processes, including automated deployments
of complex multi-tier
applications
EXECUTION
RESULT
and configurations across heterogeneous large-scale server environments. Broadcom has created an
ecosystem and supporting solutions which aid enterprises tackle their complexities, obstacles, and demands
of Continuous Delivery. With strategic integration
points between
tools itOf
enables
an end-to-end
software
Breadth
& Depth
Solution
Offering
development lifecycle.
Execution: Automic Continuous Delivery Director is one product in the Continuous Delivery ecosystem.
Market
Share &your
Growth
3.50
Automic Continuous Delivery Director serves as the control point
to orchestrate
entire continuous
delivery pipeline from planning through production. Automic Continuous Delivery Director has specific
adaptive testing capabilities which dynamically shorten test cycles and increases coverage. Automic
Customer
Satisfaction
4.50
Continuous Delivery Director then orchestrate most continuous
delivery operations
through various
direct
and indirect integrations with other continuous delivery tools through configurable plug-ins.
Bottom Line: With the support for 500,000-to-1 deployment endpoints
on a single
clustered
server,4.25
Automic
Price Versus
Value
Ratio
Continuous Delivery Automation provides excellent scalability. For enterprise who need broad scope and
where the IT portfolio ranges from mainframe to microservices including packaged apps such as Siebel, the
Automic solution portfolio provides great value.
4.43
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STRATEGY

RESULT

Vision & Go-To-Market

4.50

Innovation & Partner Ecosystem

4.00

Viability & Execution Capabilities

4.75

Differentiation & USP

4.00
4.26

EXECUTION
Breadth & Depth Of Solution Offering
5.00

RESULT
5.00

Market Share & Growth

3.50

Customer Satisfaction

4.50

Price Versus Value Ratio

4.25
4.43

VENDOR SELECTION MATRIX™ – APPLICATION
RELEASE ORCHESTRATION
CloudBees and ElectricCloud unite to offer broader capabilities
•

•

•

•

General: The acquisition of ElectricCloud in April 2019, has expanded CloudBees portfolio from focusing on
continuous integration tooling for both traditional workloads and more recently for containers to also cover
continuous delivery. Electric Clouds Electric Flow product added to CloudBees’ gaps related to deployment
automation and release orchestration.

STRATEGY

RESULT

Vision & Go-To-Market

4.75

Innovation & Partner Ecosystem

4.25

Strategy: What used to be ElectricCloud Flow became CloudBees Flow. The company has not briefed
Research In Action on their strategy to move forward and therefore we are unable to share any strategy
details. The future of DevOps tool chains is driven by the demand of teams for more integration and open
standards. CloudBees Flow is one of CloudBees solutions with the focus to automate, orchestrate and provide
insights towards releases and is a key focus area for the company's future strategy. At DevOps World /
Jenkins world, CloudBees introduced its vision for an integrated software delivery management process with
an early preview of a solution.

Viability & Execution Capabilities

4.00

Differentiation & USP

4.00

Breadth & Depth Of Solution Offering

4.50

Execution: CloudBees has been a major contributor to many Open Source projects, including Jenkins and
Jenkins X. Recently the company became a platinum sponsor of The Apache Software Foundation (among
others like Microsoft). Additionally, the company added partnership with ATOS, a large managed service
provider and VMware to deliver a pre-integrated managed service offering aiding customers to accelerate
their DevOps journey. A new Technical Alliance Partner Program (TAPP) introduced in October 2019 will aid
the partner ecosystem with new programs and tighter connections, helping these partners to create new
revenue streams and further develop their DevOps businesses.

Market Share & Growth

3.50

Customer Satisfaction

4.50

Price Versus Value Ratio

4.75

Bottom Line: Today CloudBees has been deployed by many brands world-wide and over 50% of the Fortune
500 depend on CloudBees (not all have deployed CloudBees Flow). For organizations who want the ability to
work across any cloud, in any development environment and to balance corporate governance and control
with developer flexibility and freedom CloudBees provides a solid set of enterprise ARO solutions.
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4.28

EXECUTION

RESULT

4.43

VENDOR SELECTION MATRIX™ – APPLICATION
RELEASE ORCHESTRATION
Flexagon is the perfect partner for Oracle and beyond
•

•

•

•

General: Flexagon, founded in 2013 is a privately held software company focused on enabling enterprise
agility and operational excellence through the adoption of software such as Flexagon's FlexDeploy. Its
FlexDeploy DevOps platform standardizes and automates the lifecycle for building, packaging, and deploying
software across environments. The platform includes Build Automation, Deployment Automation and
Release Orchestration and connects and integrates into a vast set of DevOps tools through plugins.
Strategy: Flexagon describes itself as a solution which helps organizations solve difficult problems
particularly in the release orchestration of ERPs, Database, and Middleware. Its strategy to address the
complexity of the Oracle ecosystem allows them to work across a large customer base and ecosystem
which is not addressed by other vendors in this space. An additional differentiator is the speed and value of
its implementation enabled by Build/CI, Deployment Automation, and Release Orchestration features within
one product. The Flexagon team has developed blueprints to make it easy to auto configure the solution.
Execution: Addressing complex problems is served through a sales team and via channel partners who
serve Oracle and other mid-tier and enterprise customers across the globe. The company is currently
extending its footprint into areas within Europe, Asia, and Latin America. Proof of concepts typically last 2-4
weeks and a consulting service for implementations runs about 2 weeks.
Bottom Line: For organizations who want to optimize the release pipeline of Oracle applications,
middleware, and database, Flexagon is the right choice. FlexDeploy has an expansive list of plugins for
commercial and open-source tools and technologies. Its subscription-based licensing includes community,
standard, and enterprise editions, all priced well below the competition.
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STRATEGY

RESULT

Vision & Go-To-Market

4.00

Innovation & Partner Ecosystem

3.75

Viability & Execution Capabilities

4.00

Differentiation & USP

4.00
3.95

EXECUTION

RESULT

Breadth & Depth Of Solution Offering

4.50

Market Share & Growth

3.50

Customer Satisfaction

3.75

Price Versus Value Ratio

4.00
4.01

VENDOR SELECTION MATRIX™ – APPLICATION
RELEASE ORCHESTRATION
IBM UrbanCode modular nature will fit well into large enterprises
➢ General: IBMs release automation technology solution UrbanCode Deploy orchestrates and automates the
deployment of applications, middleware configurations and database changes into development, test and
production environments. The solution sits within its software development group among other DevOps tools
and is part of the overall UrbanCode family. Since its acquisition of UrbanCode into IBM, the solution has
continued its path to enable collaboration for cross functional teams such as dev and ops, graphically author
Terraform to create reusable full-stack blueprints of the environment, coordinate change and mange and
migrate applications all to enable DevOps team to deploy as often as need—on demand or on a schedule, and
with self-service. An evaluation edition allows DevOps teams to try the solution first before committing.

•

•

•

Strategy: UrbanCode Deploy belongs to the IBM UrbanCode family of products which all together enable the
process of building, integrating, deploying and releasing applications. UrbanCode Deploy is typically the
starting point for DevOps teams. UrbanCode Release enables the plan, execution and tracking of releases
through its stages. UrbanCode Velocity provides Value Stream management and UrbanCode Build is a
continuous integration tool focused on scale.
Execution: The company leverages their expert sales teams to manage and serve the already deep
relationships with clients. Partners and system integrators play a large role in its go-to-market strategy.
UrbanCode Deploy is part of the UrbanCode development community which allows the sharing and finding of
plug-ins, templates, scripts, and best practices. The solution has plugins and integrations with many partners
across a variety of categories such as change management, IoT, load balancing and cloud environments. IBM
itself uses UrbanCode to manage its own software development. The modular aspect of the UrbanCode
solutions allow for teams to only use and pay for the application they need.
Bottom Line: Large enterprises who are looking for automation solutions which enable to create consistent,
automated and repeatable deployment processes should take a closer look at UrbanCode Deploy to get
started. UC Deploy has solid support for IBM and non-IBM products via out of the box integrations. It has
received great feedback on customer satisfaction mostly due to its ease of use and implementation.
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STRATEGY

RESULT

Vision & Go-To-Market

4.00

Innovation & Partner Ecosystem

4.25

Viability & Execution Capabilities

5.00

Differentiation & USP

4.50
4.38

EXECUTION

RESULT

Breadth & Depth Of Solution Offering

4.75

Market Share & Growth

5.00

Customer Satisfaction

4.50

Price Versus Value Ratio

4.00
4.50

VENDOR SELECTION MATRIX™ – APPLICATION
RELEASE ORCHESTRATION
Micro Focus offers a comprehensive application delivery solution
to aid application release orchestration
•

•

•

•

General: The solution portfolio of Micro Focus to support application delivery for Agile and DevOps has a
variety of key solutions spanning plan and govern; develop and test; deploy and release; operate and monitor.
The release orchestration tools are comprised of Micro Focus Release Control and Micro Focus Deployment
Automation (formerly Serena Release Control and Serena Deployment Automation). While Release Control
supports the application release management lifecycle across applications and environments, Micro Focus
Deployment Automation supports production deployments via the automation of the deployment pipeline.
Strategy: The company has engineered its own and many of the acquired solutions into a comprehensive
solution portfolio enabling application delivery management spanning development, deployment, release and
operations management aspects and needs of organizations who want to work together as a team. Each
solution is available by itself but also integrates with key solutions in the entire application lifecycle
management processes in any organization. An extensive library of plugins enables Out-of-the-box plug-ins
support common development and build repositories, application servers, and many common processes. Its
latest version of Micro Focus' Deployment Automation was in October of 2019 and enables easy and quick
automation of deployments of application releases across physical, virtualized, and cloud environments.
Execution: Micro Focus Application Delivery solutions, including Deployment Automation and Release Control
through a direct sales teams. Key system integrators such as Accenture, Capgemini, Deloitte and KPMG and
over 1,000 partners across the globe are all involved in various ways to sell, support, train and enable large
enterprises DevOps journeys and their tooling requirements. A new user interface provides a consistent look
across all the Application Delivery management solutions within Micro Focus. A marketplace enables
developers or partners to share and make contributions as add-ons or to the products.
Bottom Line: A long path of product integrations and strategy adjustments has finally resulted in a solid
solution portfolio which supports complicated application delivery management aspects for all hybrid large
environments. Supported through a vast ecosystem, Micro Focus is a solid partner in every step of a DevOps
journey.
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STRATEGY

RESULT

Vision & Go-To-Market

4.00

Innovation & Partner Ecosystem

4.25

Viability & Execution Capabilities

4.50

Differentiation & USP

4.50
4.30

EXECUTION

RESULT

Breadth & Depth Of Solution Offering

4.75

Market Share & Growth

5.00

Customer Satisfaction

4.50

Price Versus Value Ratio

4.50
4.65

VENDOR SELECTION MATRIX™ – APPLICATION
RELEASE ORCHESTRATION
Microsoft offers Azure DevOps formerly know as Visual Studio
Team Services, but this is more than just a rebranding
•

•

•

•

General: Microsoft rebranding of Visual Studio Team Services (VSTS) in September 2018 was a purposeful
move to propel the company into the DevOps community. The past of VSTS usage by enterprise development
teams to build complex windows application is no longer a hold back as the Azure cloud can now run any OS
and any platform not just Windows. The acquisition of GitHub in 2016 already started Microsoft DevOps
journey. With Azure DevOps it has aligned and adjusted existing VSTS assets to compete with the already
existing DevOps tool chain vendors.
Strategy: The release of Azure DevOps was a strategic move by Microsoft to compete with AWS, position
Azure as the preferred cloud for open source projects and to increase the consumption of Azure compute.
The Azure DevOps offering includes cloud-hosted pipelines for macOS, Windows and Linux with free parallel
jobs for open source projects. Integration with AWS, Google Cloud Play and Azure are supported.
Execution: Microsoft, as other public cloud vendors, wants to accelerate the consumption of its compute
services. With its virtual machine, platform, containers and function as a service offering, the Azure DevOps
offering will leverage application deployment artifacts in one of these services which in turn will increase
consumption. This will attract developers and operators and will have a direct impact on Microsoft revenue.
Bottom Line: Developers and operation teams which have been leveraging the integrated VSTS development
environment from Microsoft are now enabled to collaboratively design, develop and test software outside of
Windows OS leveraging Azure DevOps.
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STRATEGY

RESULT

Vision & Go-To-Market

4.00

Innovation & Partner Ecosystem

4.25

Viability & Execution Capabilities

5.00

Differentiation & USP

4.00
4.20

EXECUTION

RESULT

Breadth & Depth Of Solution Offering

4.00

Market Share & Growth

4.00

Customer Satisfaction

3.50

Price Versus Value Ratio

4.00
3.88

VENDOR SELECTION MATRIX™ – APPLICATION
RELEASE ORCHESTRATION
VMware vRealize Automation will help to avoid public cloud lock-in
•

•

General: With its any app any cloud hybrid cloud management solutions, VMware addresses the needs of
modern application delivery teams. The latest release of vRealize stresses the automation of the multi-cloud
and application automation across private, VMware and public cloud environments. Its purpose is to unite
platform engineers, system administrators and enterprise architects throughout their DevOps journey and
improve their productivity.
Strategy: VMware's strategy to build, run, manage, connect and protect any cloud, any app and any device is
supported with a broad solution portfolio. VMware's vision is that of a hybrid multi cloud world. Within its
vRealize Suite, VMware vRealize Automation automates the delivery of personalized infrastructure,
applications, and custom IT services. Its recent makeover and radical redesign into a container and
Kubernetes-based microservice model enhances customers to deploy and manage multi-cloud environments.

• Execution: vRealize Automation is offered through VMware's direct sales and partner ecosystem. The

company is currently expanding its partner ecosystem to support customer demands. The solution can be
deployed as a packaged appliance on-premises (vRealize Automation 8.x) or consumed as a service in the
Cloud (vRealize Automation Cloud). It is available in two editions: “Advanced”, which provides Infrastructureas-a-Service across a hybrid cloud environments, including on-premises private cloud and VMware Cloud;
and “Enterprise” which allows for infrastructure and applications management across multi-cloud
environments, and it includes DevOps capabilities, configuration management tools, and support for native
public cloud services.

•

Bottom Line: For organizations who are leveraging public cloud providers, private and hybrid cloud settings,
as well as the network edge, vRealize Automation 8.0 works well. Key improvements around ease of
deployment, expansion on scaling up or out when needed and its modern micro-service design for easier
updates and upgrades are attractive for modern DevOps teams.
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STRATEGY

RESULT

Vision & Go-To-Market

3.50

Innovation & Partner Ecosystem

4.25

Viability & Execution Capabilities

4.75

Differentiation & USP

4.00
4.01

EXECUTION

RESULT

Breadth & Depth Of Solution Offering

4.00

Market Share & Growth

5.00

Customer Satisfaction

4.25

Price Versus Value Ratio

3.75
4.14

VENDOR SELECTION MATRIX™ – APPLICATION
RELEASE ORCHESTRATION
XebiaLabs to support complex software delivery at scale
•

•

General: Since XebiaLabs formation, the company is focused on enabling modern IT and DevOps teams from
ideation to production. XebiaLabs was formed out of Xebia Group in the early days of DevOps. Its DevOps
platform is prominent in both North America and Europe and recently has grown popular in Asia Pacific.
Today, XebiaLabs has more than 200 customers including large enterprises like Bank of America, Keybank,
GE and United Health. Its series B funding in February of 2018 has allowed to company to expand and update
its solution portfolio. As of January 2020, XebiaLabs will be folded in with Agile planning software maker
CollabNet VersionOne under TPG Capital, a private equity firm that acquired CollabNet in October 2019.
Strategy: By connecting and orchestrating across the end-to-end DevOps toolchain, XebiaLabs brings a high
level of automation to the process of managing complex software environments within enterprises. Reducing
the expense – in both time and labor – involved in building, maintaining, and scaling the software pipelines
that run a large business is the center of XebiaLabs strategy. The XebiaLabs DevOps Platform consists of two
core modules 1) XL Deploy, which automates and standardizes application deployments across diverse tool
chains and environments, and 2) XL Release, which connects and orchestrates the end-to-end DevOps
toolchain giving organizations control of and visibility into their release pipelines. Another key part of the
XebiaLabs strategy is unifying all DevOps tools in one DevOps platform. Over 250 API plugin integrations are
available to integrate into the DevOps toolchain. Recent additions have focused on the creation of evidence
that prove the end-to-end compliance of the software delivery pipelines.

•

Execution: Recent enhancements, solid partnerships and its work with two out of the four leading auditing
companies has added to its already high double-digit growth in the last 12 month. The current release of the
XebiaLabs DevOps Platform today enables the orchestration of business applications across technical
release pipelines bringing everyone involved to track progress. The company recently announced a renewed
partnership with WiPro to extend DevOps into enterprises across the globe.

•

Bottom Line: With a high-level view, release audit reports and the already solid release and deploy
capabilities, XebiaLabs is extending its platform into value stream management. Enterprises who are wanting
to orchestrate their complex software delivery at scale will find XebiaLabs a solid partner for their DevOps
journey.
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STRATEGY

RESULT

Vision & Go-To-Market

4.50

Innovation & Partner Ecosystem

4.50

Viability & Execution Capabilities

4.00

Differentiation & USP

4.50
4.43

EXECUTION

RESULT

Breadth & Depth Of Solution Offering

4.75

Market Share & Growth

5.00

Customer Satisfaction

4.50

Price Versus Value Ratio

4.50
4.65

THE RESEARCH IN ACTION GMBH
VENDOR SELECTION MATRIX™ METHODOLOGY
Vendor Selection Matrix™ Disclaimer:
The Vendor Selection Matrix™ is a primarily survey-based methodology for comparative
vendor evaluation. Research In Action GmbH does not endorse any vendor, product or
service depicted in our research publications, and does not advise technology users to
select only those vendors with the highest ratings. The information contained in this
research has been obtained from both enterprise as well as vendor sources believed to be
reliable. Research In Action GmbH’s research publications consist of the analysts’
opinions and should not be considered as statements of fact. The opinions expressed are
subject to change without further notice. Research In Action GmbH disclaims all
warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties
of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

About:
Research In Action GmbH is a leading independent information and communications
technology research and consulting company. The company provides both forward-looking
as well as practical advice to enterprise as well as vendor clients.
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RESEARCH IN ACTION
Research In Action GmbH
Alte Schule
56244 Hartenfels
Germany
Office: +49 2626 291251
Fax: +49 2626 291272
Email: info@researchinaction.de

Eveline Oehrlich, Research Director
+49 151 40158054
eoehrlich@researchinaction.de
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